Storytelling task:
‘A Planet Full of Plastic’ by Neal Layton
Choice Boards:

Choice board for strong English learners:

Pick 3 words from
the book and write a
synonym for each
word.

Write three sentences
describing the effects
of plastic pollution
on our planet.

Write an acrostic
poem for the word
‘POLLUTION’.

Write a short diary
Create a comic strip
entry describing how
to show how items
plastic pollution
‘biodegrade’.
makes you feel.
Write 4 different
Do you think you can
Design a poster to
sentences using 4
make a difference to
spread awareness
new words you
help reduce plastic
about climate change.
learned from this
pollution? How?
story.
List 5 ways we can
reduce plastic
pollution.

Choice board for lower level:

Pick three verbs from
this book and write a
sentence using them.

Create 5 different
hashtags that best
summarise the book.

Design and make a
bookmark to
encourage people to
stop polluting.

Write two sentences
Design a t-shirt to
List three ways you
describing how you
spread awareness of can help reduce plastic
felt while reading this
plastic pollution.
pollution.
book.
Write two sentences
List 5 things that are
Did you enjoy this
describing the effects
made from plastic that
book? Why?
of plastic pollution on
you use everyday.
our planet.

ISL Collective Video Lesson
https://en.islcollective.com/video-lessons/plastic-pollution-2

GooseChase
Link to game: https://gsch.se/game/45409eabdabd4c4c80193445bc2ec84b/co-manage/
1. Hashtag it out! -Think of five hashtags that will help spread awareness of the effects
of plastic pollution on our planet.
2. Stand in my Shoes - Write down any emotions you experienced when learning about
the problem of plastic pollution.
3. Curious Kids! - Write down three questions you have about climate change or plastic
pollution.
4. Thinking Ahead! - What effect do you think the plastic pollution will have on our
sea animals in the next 100 years? Draw a picture and take a photograph of it!
5. Reduce, Reuse, Recycle! - Think of three ways people can reduce the amount of
plastic pollution and waste that fills our planet every day. Make a video of your
solutions.
Something Creative
1. Fun Fashion!
The children will collect recycled materials such as plastic over the course of a week and
bring them into the class. In groups of twos, the children will design and make a hat using the
recycled materials they have collected. The class will have a fashion show where the children
will model their new and sustainable hats!
2. Plastic Pledge!
As a class, the children will design and create a ‘plastic pledge’ which contains a list of rules
that they have come up with to reduce plastic pollution in the classroom. The children will
each sign the pledge and agree to follow the plastic pollution pledge rules to help make a
difference and save our planet. The plastic pledge will be displayed in the classroom.

